Source of material: The synthesis procedure for the title compound was described in ref. 1 . The structural description of the title compound has been reported, (see réf. 1 ). However only the unit cell parameters were provided. The nearly identical crystal structure was also reported by Yamochi (see ref.
2) and Geiser (see ref.
3), the latter being solved from a twinned crystal. Despite the structural similarity, crystals in above three reports showed different electrical conductivity and superconductivity. Thus, the structural information on all three materials are of interest in order to study the subtle differences in their properties. In the structure reported here, one CN~ group is located on the center of inversion and the correponding site is refined with 50% C and 50% Ν as shown by the occupancy factors. The C and Ν sites in the other CN~~ group are assigned so that the difference between the refined thermal parameters for the two sites is the minimum. 
